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d. Criteria for Appointment, Promotion, and Appraisal

.....

The University of California is committed to excellence and equity in every facet of its mission. Contributions in Teaching, research and other creative work, professional activity, and University and public service contributions that promote equal opportunity and diversity and equal opportunity are to be encouraged. and given recognition in the evaluation of the candidate’s qualifications. They should be given the same weight in the evaluation of the candidate’s qualifications during Academic Personnel actions as any other contributions in these areas. These contributions to diversity and equal opportunity can take a variety of forms including efforts to advance research, teaching, equitable access to education, and public service that addresses the needs of California’s diverse population, or research in a scholar’s area of expertise that highlights inequalities. Mentoring and advising of diverse students or new-faculty members are to be encouraged and given due recognition in the teaching or service categories of the Academic Personnel actions process.
The criteria set forth below are intended to serve as guides for minimum
standards in judging the candidate, not to set boundaries to exclude other
elements of performance that may be considered.
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